
COP4020 Programming Assignment 2 – Spring 2010

Consider our familiar augmented LL(1) grammar for an expression language (see “Syn-
tax” lecture notes on the LL(1) expression grammar):

<expr> -> <term> <term_tail> term_tail.subtotal := term.value;
expr.value := term_tail.value

<term> -> <factor> <factor_tail> factor_tail.subtotal := factor.value;
term.value := factor_tail.value

<term_tail1> -> ’+’ <term> <term_tail2> term_tail2.subtotal :=
term_tail1.subtotal+term.value;

term_tail1.value := term_tail2.value
| ’-’ <term> <term_tail2> term_tail2.subtotal :=

term_tail1.subtotal-term.value;
term_tail1.value := term_tail2.value

| empty term_tail1.value := term_tail1.subtotal
<factor1> -> ’(’ <expr> ’)’ factor1.value := expr.value

| ’-’ <factor2> factor1.value := -factor2.value
| num factor1.value := num.value
| id factor1.value := lookup(id.name)

<factor_tail1> -> ’*’ <factor> <factor_tail2> factor_tail2.subtotal :=
factor_tail1.subtotal*factor.value;

factor_tail1.value := factor_tail2.value
| ’/’ <factor> <factor_tail2> factor_tail2.subtotal :=

factor_tail1.subtotal/factor.value;
factor_tail1.value := factor_tail2.value

| empty factor_tail1.value := factor_tail1.subtotal

where lookup(id.name) returns the value of the identifier (assuming it is a variable).
Note that we use nonterminals with indexes, so factor1 and factor2 are just the same
factor nonterminal, but indexed so we can distinguish the nonterminals in the produc-
tions in the semantic rules.

In the augmented grammar shown above we assume that the variables (identifiers)
are stored somewhere and set by some assignment operation. The variables should also
be declared, possibly in a local scope, to avoid the use of undefined variables.

To goal of this project is to implement an expression evaluator that supports variables
and local scopes. The local scope is similar to the let construct in functional languages:

let x = 2 in
x*x

end

which evaluates to 4,

3 * ( let x = 2 in
x*x

end )

which evaluates to 12, and

3 * ( let x = 2 in
( let y = x*x+1 in

y/2
end )

+ 1
end )
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evaluates to 9 (integer division rounds towards zero).
To implement the scoping rules we need a stack of name-value pairs. When we enter a

let scope, we push the variable name and value on the stack. When we exit the scope we
pop the last name-value pair off. When we need the value of a variable in an expression
we look it up in the stack from the top to the bottom, so we find (the most) local variables
first.

We extend this grammar by adding a new production:

<expr1> -> let id = <expr2> in <push> <expr3> end <pop> push.name = id.name
push.value = expr2.value
expr1.value = expr3.value

and we add “dummy” nonterminals that represent the push and pop operations that need
to be performed before and after the evaluation of the let body expression expr3:

<push> -> empty stack.push(pair(push.name, push.value))
<pop> -> empty stack.pop()

The stack is a global stack that is updated with push and pop operations and can be
searched with the lookup function.

Note that the recursive descent parser for the let construct has the following design:

/* keywords recognized by the scanner */
#define LET 256
#define IN 257
#define END 258
/* the <expr> parser */
int expr()
{ int result;

if (lookahead() == LET)
{ char *name;

int value;
match(LET); // let
name = id(); // id
match(’=’); // =
value = expr(); // <expr>
match(IN); // in
push(name, value); // <push>
result = expr(); // <expr>
match(END); // end
pop(); // <pop>

}
else
{ int value = term(); // <term>

result = term_tail(value); // <term_tail>
}
return result;

}

The recursive descent parser for the entire grammar is up to you to implement. For this
assignment you can write the code in C or C++ to implement your evaluator.

To do so, you need to write a scanner first. The scanner has two functions: lookahead()
and getnext(). The lookahead() returns an integer that represents the current token.
The getnext() moves to the next token on the input. The match() function can be
written based on these:
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void match(int token)
{

if (lookahead() == token)
getnext();

else
... // report syntax error and exit

}

Note that if all tokens were single ASCII we can simply use getchar() for getnext()
to read the next ASCII token:
int current = 0;
// getnext() gets the next token (simple version)
void getnext()
{

do current = getchar(); while (isspace(current)); // skip space until next char
}
// lookahead() returns current token
int lookahead()
{

if (current == 0) // first time around
getnext();

return current;
}

However, we also need to recognize the let, in, end keywords, identifier names, and
integer constants. For identifier names (variables), we need to store the current variable
name and set current to ID or to NUM for integer constants:
#define ID 259
#define NUM 260
int current = 0;
int number;
char name[80]; // max identifier name length is 79
// getnext() improved version
void getnext()
{ int c;

do c = getchar(); while (isspace(c));
if (...)
{

// identifier:
current = ID;
// ... fill name[] with id name

}
else if (...)
{

// integer:
current = NUM;
// ... number = decoded value

}
else

current = c;
}

You should also check for the keywords let, in, and end to set current to LET, IN, or
END. Note that EOF is returned by lookahead() upon end of file, which will be used to
stop the expression parser and print the calculated value.

Implement the expression evaluator with the above suggested scanner. The parser
should use recursive descent. Implement a stack to store name-value pairs. The input is
read from the standard input. The value should be printed to standard output.
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To earn a 5% bonus, change the grammar and parser to parse and evaluate let . . .end
without parenthesis, as in:

3 * let x = 2 in
let y = x*x+1 in

y/2
end
+ 1

end
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